
A pale slither floats high in the black water, rolling at the 
base of a tail-bone wave. For a moment it’s lost, the 
shadowy underside of a swell, but it rises again to breathe 
the air. It’s the colour of milk spilt into grease, sublunal 
glow on translucent veins and thick black hair. Skin frayed 
along a torn edge – a thigh, a knee, five toes and the 
protrusion of an ankle. The leg drifts like jetsam, caught in 
the bite of the rope when the harpoon plunged into the sea. 
Ship-torn waves trail a retreat to the horizon, the whalers 
fleeing the open water. The oil-burning heart of their vessel 
grinds pistons and turbines, joints creaking inside the iron 
carapace. Salt licks up the ship’s sides and down into the 
sailor’s beards; they look back, to where the water closes 
over the wound. 
All of them had felt the roar of the gun. The captain’s son 
sat in the engine room, waiting for word through the voice-
pipe, hearing nothing. Gun-deck adrenalin rush and the 
captain yelling in a voice like wounded hell, not yet aware 
of his lost limb, coils of rope sliding into black waves. 
A plane circles above, drops a rubber raft – bundle the 
captain in – tip the wing into the ocean as they lift off, 
dizzying flight. Morphine swallows as he returns to the 
ivory boneyard of the coast. 
Leg disappears into the water, gulped down by waves. 
Cetaceans maw below, lubricating with oil from their cranial 
gearbox, beat their leviathan tails into the deep. 
~
Quiet. 
The leg is flensed, stripped back by stinging salt. Bruises 
blossom like beautiful stains, like ornate ocean flowers. It’s 
derelict now, in the soundless world beneath the surface. 
Light moves slower here. 
Already something grasps the limb, microscopic drifters 
latching into bloodless skin; tiny creatures without bones, 
eggs like soft-boiled pearls and eyes that see only in the 
dark. Flesh becomes like wood, like coral – now a floating 
substrate, home of chitinous bodies with cartilage teeth 
that chew their way in. The new inhabitants digest flesh 
and excrete a fragile world. 
Caught adrift between surface and trench, the leg is 
buoyant. It moves with invisible currents and through 
its own severed logic. The wriggling passengers burrow 
through its uncertain matter, the liminal shore of skin that 
sinks and rises, recedes as it grows. They consume, and 
form their own bodies from its offering.  
Some of the creatures have names: leering 
chondrichthyans and invertebrate odontodactylus. 
Spines and shells still soft as budding nodes, delicate 
skin and teeth like iron shavings. Yet as the leg descends 
nomenclature falters; the organisms push out through 

their permeable tissues and overlap, spilling together. Here 
evolution is the denial of internal and external boundary. 
Things emerge like deflated pouches of flesh, with seams 
for eyes, a mouth but no intestines. Molluscs lose their 
organs. One creature is flat with fins extruding from its 
brain, bilateral symmetry. Through wide meniscus eyes 
it watches, wrapped in anemone and carnivorous coral, 
pressed against the bony architecture of the ankle. 
The leg contracts and expands, turns over, leaking into the 
ocean. 
A school of protruding heads gape from the calf, tiny 
pinprick bones stick from their jaws like snares. Their 
ghoulish hues disappear into the deepening inky black as 
the flesh-world sinks. Something bulbous slides its body 
outwards, rooted in the structural centre of the tibia, grown 
from the wandering seeds of ancient lore; it is a pre-
evolutionary myth, exerting its incoherence. 
With the weight of living things the leg descends, slowly, 
disappears.  
~
Lost, in the low grey expanse, witness to the titans. 
A whale turns its belly up, ventral gaping with intestinal 
loops and colossal tentacles spilling free. A rope cuts 
through its vast hide, integument softening with infested 
brine. Mournful song breaches the precipice; with no 
vocal chords or lips the whales wreak their sound, brought 
forth from lungs beneath the mammoth pressure, an eerie 
upsweep.   
Ghost fish skulk, blind and hungry, tasting the water; at this 
depth specimens become phantoms. The leg floats through 
them. 
There are beads of light like constellations, but 
luminescence here is conjured by will instead of fate. A film 
of living silt collects at the bottom, a trace of every dead 
creature, a residue of loss.  
Adrift, the leg glides on; a divine net wandering with the 
tides, amassed of passengers. Beyond the touch of light 
it is unseen, transparent; in the belly of the ocean severed 
intelligence makes its way. Betwixt the currents the leg 
pales out of existence, its creatures shuddering into 
phantasmagoria across the watery threshold. 
A slither lost, without memory of the rope or chase of the 
whale, it drifts forever now with a host of eyes and teeth, 
slipping between waves, from the living to the dead. 
~
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Taking a true event as a starting point, Open Water: The 
Offering is based on an incident that occurred in 1965 in 
the coastal town of Albany when a well-known whaler and 
gunner on The Cheynes III (a whale chaser) lost his leg 
after it became entangled in a rope attached to a harpoon 
fired at a whale. The film charts the imagined journey of 
a detached human leg, gifted to the Southern ocean and 
its inhabitants by an otherworldly cetacean. The bloated, 
grotesque leg is gradually colonialised by endemic marine 
species of fauna and flora, transformed into a dark, 
phantasmagorical island. 

Shot entirely in the coastal waters off Perth, 
Open Water: The Offering merges nature documentary 
with Cronenbergesque body-horror. It offers a darkly magic 
realist version of maritime history in regional Australia, 
considered from the perspective of the ocean and its 
inhabitants. Coates and Nazzari draw on their skills in 
silicon prosthetic prop making and sculpture to create 
subtly moving forms within the film. These sculptural 
appendages also occupy subtle architectural intrusions 
within the gallery space.  

Accompanying Open Water: The Offering is a series 
of scrimshaw – the ancient artform of engraving into 
whale teeth. Coates and Nazzari learnt this skill while 
on residency in Albany and their use of scrimshaw is 
deployed to provide alternative imagery and divergent 
narratives to the predominantly heroic engravings of man 
conquering leviathan. Displaced from the mammoth body 
housing them and the immense body of water containing 
it, the artefacts emphasise their “un-homeliness” on land. 
Haunted and dispossessed by their territory and history, 
the teeth generate a sense of mystery and unease.

The exhibition builds upon Coates and Nazzari’s most 
recent foray into the Australian Oceanic Gothic, an 
internationally award-winning screen work: Cetaphobia, 
and draws from the existing knowledge of maritime 
histories, specifically those connected to Erin’s seafaring 
heritage and the whaling industry in Albany, Western 
Australia. 

In Open Water: The Offering 
Perth-based artists Erin Coates 
and Anna Nazzari incorporate 
underwater video and scrimshaw 
to portray their unique vision of 
an Australian Oceanic Gothic. 

Erin Coates
Erin Coates is a Perth-based artist and creative producer 
working across video, installation and drawing. Coates’ 
work explores the limits of the body and the potential of 
physical interaction with an environment. Her recent work 
draws together her background as a rock climber with 
her interests in architecture and built space. She has also 
begun developing a series of works with collaborator Anna 
Nazzari that explore a new vision of the Australian Gothic, 
focusing on oceanic species, histories and mythologies. 
Coates is an artist in the current exhibition The National, 
held across at The Museum of Contemporary Art, The Art 
Gallery of NSW and Carriageworks, Sydney. 

www.erincoates.net

Anna Nazzari
Anna Nazzari is a Perth based artist and writer. Her 
practice focuses on the investigation of otherworldly 
myths, superstitions and events that emphasise moral 
certainty and foster a reading of the absurd. Her practice is 
multi-faceted and often encompasses drawing, sculpture, 
electronics and film. In 2011 she completed a Doctorate 
of Philosophy (Art) at Curtin University. Her exhibitions 
and screen works have been shown in Australian galleries 
and International film festivals. She currently works as a 
Lecturer at Curtin University’s School of Design and Art, 
OUA Art Studies’ program.

www.annanazzari.com.au
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